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=====================================================
Message from the Vice-President for Academic Affairs
======================================================

Budget Planning and Revisit of the Academic Programme

On 19 October 1996, a retreat taken part by the Deans, Associate
Deans, Associate Vice-Presidents, and myself was held to discuss
the captioned topics. In this newsletter, I would like to share
with you the major issues discussed at the retreat. (Note: Two
similar retreats were held in the past years: the first was on
academic planning and the second was to evaluate our academic
review system.)

Budget Planning

Over five years ago before the University started to admit its
first students, a blueprint on the development of the University
was established by the then Planning Committee of the University
and some of our founding members who were on board at the time
(most of them are still here). Since then, the University has
developed rapidly according to this plan.  As we march into the
fifth year of operation, our student enrollment has grown from
about 800 to the planned capacity of 7,000. We have also
recruited a superb faculty of over 400-strong from around the
world, and have established state-of-the-art teaching and
research facilities. With our experience gained in the past few
years and particularly with the faculty on board now,  it is time
that we review our current situation to see how our resources can
be distributed and utilized to best serve the mission of the
University. The retreat on 19 October recognized that budget
planning for the coming years should include the views and needs
of faculty now on board; and any adjustments or refinements to
the original plan should be made to meet the current and future
needs of faculty for accomplishing the mission of the University.
Apart from the academic departments, this review and planning
process should also apply to all facilities and academic support
units.

Comprehensive Academic Programme Review

In issue no. 3/96 of this newsletter, I have reported on the
findings of the Postgraduate Programme Review conducted by Prof.
Donald George in March, which recommended amongst other things
periodical reviews of  the PG programs. As a follow-up to this
recommendation, it has been planned to have a comprehensive
review on all academic  programs every five years. The retreat
on 19 October discussed a proposed review procedure and decided
that it be incorporated as an activity of the departmental
advisory committee. A review schedule for all programs is being
worked out.

Teaching

The final report of UGC's Teaching and Learning Quality Process
Review (TLQPR) will be sent to us in early 1997, and we will be



making it public soon after its receipt.  The visit of the TLQPR
Panel last spring was only one of a number of recent efforts to
examine our educational programs.  After five years of rapid
growth and development, we have established all of our planned
Departments and programs and will soon reach our steady state
enrollment targets.  We are about to embark on a period of
consolidation, refinement, and improvement in many areas,
including teaching.  Among the initiatives already under way are
the following:

 -   The Vice-President for Academic Affairs has established the
     Committee for Academic Program Enhancement (CAPE) to
     promote positive change in the teaching and learning
     environment.  CAPE will not supplant any of the regular
     governance mechanisms of the University.  Instead it will
     serve as a clearinghouse for ideas and examples of good
     practice, identify areas where improvement is possible,
     organize consultation with staff and students, and
     formulate proposals for action by the existing authorities.

 -   CAPE's first major task has been to develop proposals for
     revision of the general education requirements of the
     University.  These have been cleared by the Committee on
     Undergraduate Studies and will be considered by the Senate
     in December.  In addition to following up on these
     proposals, CAPE will also consider ways to strengthen our
     language programs and improve staff-student consultation
     mechanisms.

 -   In a complementary effort, the School of Humanities and
     Social Science is developing proposals for restructuring
     their important contribution to the general education of
     our students.  The School, which has no undergraduate
     majors, is also considering offering a minor concentration
     so that students majoring in other subjects can receive
     recognition for acquiring a broader knowledge and
     understanding of subjects in the humanities and social
     sciences.

 -   In an effort to improve student mentoring, all Departments
     are now assigning individual faculty advisors to at least
     all students entering in Fall 1996.  A number of
     Departments go well beyond this minimum requirement,
     including Departments in the School of Engineering that
     have introduced small group seminar courses for credit that
     bring together a small group of students with a faculty
     member in a setting that promotes close interaction and
     communication.

 -   The Vice-President for Academic Affairs will be giving
     further encouragement on teaching quality by providing an
     award for collective effort in the areas of instructional
     improvement and innovation.  Tentatively called the
     Academic Innovation Award, it will honor the work of a team
     or organization unit that makes a major contribution to the
     development of the curriculum or pedagogy of one or more
     disciplines taught at the University.  As such, the award
     will complement the existing awards that are based on
     individual teaching performance.  Nominations may be made
     directly to the Academic Affairs Office by any member of



     the University community, and should contain concise
     description of the achievement to be recognized.

 -   The University has received very positive feedback from
     school principals who have been informed that students from
     their schools are recipients of the Deans' List awards.
     They have suggested that the students' parents also be
     informed, and this suggestion is now being followed up.

Shain-Dow Kung
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
November 1996

===========================================================
University Appointments and Substantiation Committee (UASC)
===========================================================

From 1 September 1996 to 31 October 1996, the UASC had reviewed
3 senior appointments, 1 academic review case, and 1 case for
qualification to serve on substantiation review committees.

Upon confirmation by the Senate on 9 October 1996, the following
faculty members have been appointed to serve on the new term of
UASC starting on 1 November 1996:

     Chairman: Professor Wilson TANG,
               Head and Professor of Civil and Structural
               Engineering

     Members:  Professor Ka-Keung C. CHAN,
               Head and Professor of Finance

               Professor Roland CHIN,
               Head and Professor of Computer Science

               Professor Chang-Tai HUNG,
               Professor in Division of Humanities

               Professor Albert LO,
               Acting Head and Professor of Information and
               Systems Management

               Professor Madeline WU,
               Acting Head and Professor of Biology

               Professor Ming L. YU,
               Professor of Physics and Director of Materials
               Characterisation & Preparation Centre

===========================
Administrative Appointments
===========================

Prof. Ka-keung C. CHAN has been appointed Associate Dean of
Business and Management, concurrent with his appointment as Head
and Professor of Finance, from 23 September 1996 to 30 September
1997.

Prof. Hiroyuki HIRAOKA has been appointed Acting Head of



Chemistry, concurrent with his appointment as Professor of
Chemistry, from 1 October 1996 to 30 June 1997, or until a
substantive Head is in post, whichever comes earlier.

Dr. Philip CHAN has been reappointed Acting Head of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering, concurrent with his appointment as
Reader in Electrical and Electronic Engineering, from 1 October
1996 to 31 March 1997, or until a substantive Head is in post,
whichever comes earlier.

==========================================================
Search Committee for the Headship of Department of Physics
==========================================================

The following faculty members have been appointed by the Dean of
Science, in consultation with VP-AA, to serve on the Search
Committee for the Headship of Physics:

     Chairman: Professor Din-Yu HSIEH,
               Professor of Mathematics

     Members:  Dr. Michael ALTMAN,
               Assistant Professor in Physics

               Dr. Weikun GE,
               Senior Lecturer in Physics

               Dr. Richard HAYNES,
               Reader in Chemistry

               Professor Hoi-Sing KWOK,
               Professor of Electrical and Electronic
               Engineering

               Professor Ping SHENG,
               Professor of Physics

================================================================
Faculty Advisory Committee for the Educational Technology Centre
================================================================

The following staff members have been appointed to serve on the
Faculty Advisory Committee for the Educational Technology Centre:

     Chairman: (to be elected among members at its first meeting)

     Members:  Dr. Grace AU,
               Assistant Professor in Information and Systems
               Management

               Dr. Kok-Wee GAN,
               Assistant Professor in Computer Science

               Dr. Ying-yi HONG,
               Assistant Professor in Social Science

               Dr. Charles NG,
               Assistant Professor in Civil and Structural



               Engineering

               Dr. I-Hsun NI,
               Senior Lecturer in Biology

               Miss Anna YU,
               Instructor in Language Centre

               Dr. Guang ZHU,
               Assistant Professor in Biochemistry

=====================
Academic Appointments
=====================

From 1 September 1996 to 31 October 1996, the University had
extended 22 academic appointment offers.  As of 31 October 1996,
18 appointees accepted and 4 had not replied.

=========================================================
Faculty Member (1) on board in September and October 1996
=========================================================

School of Business and Management (1)

Department of Accounting

Dr. Dingbo XU
Assistant Professor, PhD Univ of Minnesota

==============================================================
Visiting Faculty Members (9) on board in September and October
1996
==============================================================

School of Science (4)

Department of Biology

Professor Eric J. STANBRIDGE
Vis Professor, PhD Stanford Univ

Dr. Kedong YIN
Vis Assistant Professor, PhD Univ of British Columbia

Department of Chemistry

Professor Erkang WANG
Vis Professor, PhD Polarographic Institute of the Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences

Department of Mathematics

Dr. Tao TANG
Vis Associate Professor, PhD Univ of Leeds

School of Engineering (2)



Department of Chemical Engineering

Professor James M. CARUTHERS
Vis Professor, PhD MIT

Department of Civil and Structural Engineering

Professor Yi QIAN
Vis Scholar, MS Tsinghua Univ

School of Business and Management (2)

Department of Finance

Dr. Tom BERGLUND
Vis Scholar, Dr.Sc. Swedish School of Economics & Business
Administration

Department of Information and Systems Management

Dr. Javier CABRERA
Vis Senior Lecturer, PhD Princeton Univ

School of Humanities and Social Science(1)

Division of Humanities

Dr. Wai Luk LO
Vis Lecturer, PhD City Univ of New York

Note: From time to time, short-term visitors are appointed by the
University to help keeping the academic community updated on
current developments in the academic arena and maintain a
constant flow of talents.  This small pool of visitors is at
about 10% of our faculty strength.

==============
Substantiation
==============

The following faculty members have been granted substantiation
and appointment on superannuation terms:

Prof. Ka-keung C CHAN, Professor of Finance

Prof. Leonard CHENG, Professor of Economics

============================
Appointments to Higher Ranks
============================

Congratulations to Dr. Dik Lun LEE who has been appointed as
Reader in Computer Science by open competition.



===========================
Internal Promotion in Title
===========================

Congratulations to Dr. Johnny SIN who has been promoted to
Associate Professor in title with effect from 1 July 1996.

===========
Honors Roll
===========

Congratulations to Dr. Justin Lin, Reader in Economics, who has
been awarded the Sir John Crawford Award presented by the
Australian Agricultural and Resource Economics Society.  This is
a biannual award given to distinguished agricultural economist.

Also congratulations to the following engineering faculty members
who won the award for the School of Engineering "Teaching
Excellence Appreciation" for the 1996 Spring Semester:

     Dr. Terrence YEE,
     Assistant Professor in Chemical Engineering

     Prof. Paul T.Y. CHANG,
     Professor of Civil and Structural Engineering

     Dr. Mohamed S GHIDAOUI,
     Assistant Professor in Civil and Structural Engineering

     Prof. Samuel CHANSON,
     Professor of Computer Science

     Dr. Ishfaq AHMAD,
     Assistant Professor in Computer Science

     Dr. Troung-Thao NGUYEN,
     Assistant Professor in Electrical and Electronic
     Engineering

     Dr. Ross MURCH,
     Assistant Professor in Electrical and Electronic
     Engineering

     Dr. Ajay JONEJA,
     Assistant Professor in Industrial Engineering and
     Engineering Management

     Dr. Huihe QIU,
     Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering

[Note: We would appreciate your sending us information on awards
you have received for announcement.  Please email the relevant
information to "AAKUNG".]


